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ON QUANTIFIERS FOR GENERAL PROPOSITIONS* BY C. H. LANGFORD
General propositions are commonly constructed in terms of the two applicatives "some" and "every." These applicatives occur singly in propositions of the form (ïïx) • <px, for at least one value of x, 4>x holds, and (x) • </>x, for every value of x, <t>x holds, and in propositions involving more than one variable constituent when these propositions are of the form (Hx, , each of the applicatives may have a single or a multiple occurrence.f There are, however, in the traditional treatment of general propositions, four quantitative functions of a property 0#, viz., Every x is such that $x, Some x is such that <j>x, No x is such that <£#, and Not-every x is such that <f>x. These applicatives occur in the formulation of the syllogism in connection with functions of the form (j>xD\f/x f and they were, it seems, never carried beyond propositions involving a single applicative. In what follows we shall be concerned chiefly to exhibit the formal properties of general propositions and of general propositional functions when they are expressed directly in terms of the quantifiers no and not-every.
Any function which involves a single occurrence of an applicative may be said to be singly quantified. Thus (x) • <t>x is singly quantified, as is (3"#, n) . Any function which involves a multiple occurrence of applicatives, the same or different, may be said to be multiply quantified. Thus (x) : (y) • </>(x, y) is a multiply quantified function, as is (x)(3y)(z) • <£ (#, y, z) . The first of these functions is doubly quantified, while the second is triply quantified. Functions involving n occurrences of an applicative, the same or different, will be said to be w-tuply quantified. The terminology introduced here is to be understood to apply also to propositions ; any value of an w-tuply quantified function is an n-tuply quantified proposition. Accordingly, when two occurrences of the same applicative are juxtaposed the variables may be combined under the same applicative. This reduces the degree of quantification of the function. In a function no further reducible no two occurrences of the same applicative will be juxtaposed. Such functions will be said to be in reduced form. Accordingly, to get the contradictory of a proposition involving a single complex quantifier in "some" and "every" change every universally quantified constituent of the proposition into a particular and every particularly quantified constituent into a universal and take the negative of the function. Let "No x is such that <£#" be denoted by [x] • <j>x and
• ~ <£#, and
"Not every x is such that $x" may be written {x} • ##, and "Not-every #,
Since (x) • 0# • ss • ~(ETa;) • ^0x, any proposition in terms of "some" and "every" can be expressed in terms of "some" and "~". Thus z, w) and ( [w] • f(x, y, s, w), and, as an equivalent of the second,
•ƒ(*» •• -, i; y» ••• t w; •••;«,••• t »)
be a function in reduced form. In this function the variables of widest scope are quantified universally, and the degree of quantification of the function is even. This last function is expressed in terms of the applicative [ ] alone, and it does not involve a~"
in the quantifier. Every change of bracket has the force of a change of quantity from universal to particular or from particular to universal. This is so because the force of [ ] is negative. For example, the proposition "Every element has a successor,'' which may be written (x) : (STy) • x<y, is equivalent to "No element is without a successor," which may be written
[y] -x <y, there is no x such that no y is such that x <y. Propositions whose variables of widest scope are quantified universally do not entail existence; that is to say, they would be true if there were not at least one element within the range of significance of the variables.
Let
be a function in reduced form. Its degree of quantification is odd and its variables of widest scope are quantified universally.
Here "~w appears before the elementary function, but it is not involved in the quantifier. For example, in connection with serial relations, the proposition "Every element has an immediate successor" may be expressed by
which is equivalent to 
• s . (aXyXffSjW) • f(x,y,z,w)
• s • (*,yX3"*,«0
• /(*,y,*,w).
Any one of these functions is equivalent to [*,y][*,w] • f(x,y,z,w),
and there is no other equivalent form in this quantifier; a change of bracket is always significant, and no two functions differing as to degree of quantification can be strictly equivalent. Since (3x) • </>x • ss • ~ (#) • ~ <£#, any function in "some" and "every" can be expressed as a function in "every" and "~". Thus Here we cannot dispense with u~"
as affecting the entire function, since the force of the applicative { }, when it occurs in the first place, is particular, whereas the applicative in the first place of the function to be expressed is universal. In dealing with functions of the kind (2), we may require the equivalences just given, but some one or more of the following relations are always necessary: ( It is empirically significant in that it entails the existence of at least one individual, and this is not a fact which is certifiable on formal grounds alone. If it is not the case that (x) ' <j>x would be true if there were not at least one value for x, then (x)
~<$>x % and this latter proposition is necessary since it follows from a necessary proposition. But it is not the case that
It follows that the function (#) : (2Zy) • <j>x\/^y does not make an existence demand. Any value of this function may be read: It is false that there is at least one value of (Spy) • <l>x\/\l/y, say (Ey) • <f>xiV^y, such that (Ey) • <£#iV^y is false. This will be true if there are no values. On the other hand, any value of the function (Ey) : (x) • <f>x\/\l/y maybe read: There is at least one value of (x) • <l>x\/\l/y, say (x) -</>x\/\l/yi, such that (x) * <f>x\/\pyi is true. This requires at least one value for y. Accordingly, these two functions are not strictly equivalent.
We have shown that any function can be so expressed as to have a single complex quantifier. It follows that every function has either the form 
